
Pokemon GO is a worldwide phenomenon game where players can “catch             

pokemon” by finding them in your environment. Players loved the game when it came out but                

weeks later, study found that Pokemon Go can lead us to risks. According to articles such as,                 

Pokemon GO : The One Serious Problem Everyone Should Worry About by Bernard Marr,              

Strongly suggests that Pokemon GO negatively affects players. These articles have shown that             

players can play the game at their risks of privacy, safety, and the fact that it distracts players. 

Pokemon GO has many uniques like something pokemon around your area but it can               

invade your privacy. According to Bernard Marr in, Pokemon GO : The One Serious Problem               

Everyone Should Worry About, he states,”Pokemon GO uses your phone’s location, your IP             

address, and the webpage you most recently visited before playing, all connected with your with               

your real name and account information…” This explains the magic behind their map feature. He               

kept going claiming that,”...information can be misused.” The popular yet innocent game every             

player loved could be misusing the information and can lead to invading the players’ privacy.               

This can put the players’ life or family’s life at risk of all kinds of danger from the information                   

the game holds which negatively affects players, 

If privacy wasn’t enough, the game distracts people of what they say is a new healthy                 

life. According to Psychology Today in, The Psychological Pros and Cons of Pokemon Go, they               

state,”... the game has successfully encouraged people to go outside, walk, and interact more              

socially.” This can also be shown in an infographic poster from Manulife in, Health Benefits to                

Catching ‘Em All, which shows how healthy and social people became after playing Pokemon              

GO. This statement might be true but Psychology Today later states,”... even when players are               



outside, they are distracted by being on their phones, and players are continuasly in a heightened                

“stressed” state, making players less social when playing Pokemon GO negatively affects them. 

Distracting players also caused them ending up with injuries. When playing Pokemon             

GO, people focus on their screen while walking or even driving which lead to serious accidents.                

According to ProCon.Org in an article called, Is Pokemon GO Good for Our Society?, they               

suggest,”... that users have tripped, fallen into a lake, crashed a car, and sustained other injuries                

while playing.” This can relate to the fact when I said that players, in order to play, must look at                    

their screen to find pokemon around their area. But wait there’s more! They continued stating,”               

When distracted players are outside, they are being targeted by criminals.”In other words, people              

who are distracted are being hunted by criminals who use the features in the game to usually rob                  

them. This lead the police department in Philadelphia to warn others tweeting that,”Be mindful              

of what you play online, A string of armed robberies perpetrated by suspects who targeted their                

victims using Pokemon GO.” Abusing the players safety lead to terrible crimes and accidents              

which relates back to the fact that Pokemon GO negatively affects players. 

Although it is true that Pokemon GO does help players get more active, the worries                

of safety and privacy put players at risk. These risks lead to horrible experiences which showed                

players that Pokemon GO turned from, what might seem as an innocent game, into a threat to                 

people who play the game. 


